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Nature is my manifestation of God. I go to nature
every day for inspiration in the day’s work. I
follow in building the principles which nature
has used in its domain.” Frank Lloyd Wright
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a thesis to me is..

..the first milestone towards becoming a socially and culturally
responsible individual. It is an expression of the culmination of
thoughts, principles, and ideas acquired over the years as a young
learner, that intersects between an academic and professional
cross-junction. And I say cross-junction deliberately, because I
believe that a thesis project is a conscious investigation that may
form the basis of one’s professional and personal achievement.
The way we have evolved is a notion shared by us all that in a
world that seems so incomprehensible, we can retrieve meaning
by stripping away the superfluous elements and revealing only the
essential. A thesis to me is a moment of reflection of how I respond
to the environment I occupy. It is a conscientious effort to make a
change for an effective future.
My interests have mostly been inspired by ordinary objects around
me while studying architecture and design. This journey is bound
to help me understand the process of experimenting, faltering,
learning, and motivating myself. The outcome of what I aim for shall
have the scope of improvement with the ability to face challenges
beyond this program.
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an interplay with design and nature

How can we use nature’s way of building and designing and apply
this knowledge in a progressive, and innovative way? Can scouring
the biosystem be an effective way of finding inspiration?
Art, in the broader sense, is anything produced by humans rather
than nature. Through nature, the ultimate source of knowledge and
wisdom, is where we eventually draw inspiration from. By manifesting
the environment, humans are able to respect and look into nature
in a new light. Interaction with nature helps better understand and
value the natural themes. The relationship between design and the
built environment opens up the politics of space and place.
The challenge remains, to bring nature to civilization on a scale
that correlates to the growing urbanization. Honoring nature while
letting it flourish with the same momentum, by looking to science
and art we find new and grounded tactics. This thesis considers
bio-mimesis as a methodology to create a material to become a
part of nature and live in harmony with the world again.
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an imitation

an adaptation

An object compresses and stretches but deploys
by changing form. If art imitates nature, is
imitation an art?
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“A simple piece of paper, a clear slate. You play the first note,
step onto the empty stage. A square can end up as a kite, or a
flower if you may“ - Anonymous
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form and function

A simple reciprocity shapes the character. A
character formed by the function it determines.
The question lies - Did the form choose the
function or did the function choose the form?
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a synthesis

A response to external forces, an art of
performing functions . As the skin wraps our
bodies, envelopes wrap our buildings.
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program

All design objects tell us a story about their conception and history.
A building is an architectural object conceived by synchronizing the
concept with a program - a set of variables consisting of elements,
spaces, features, and activities that can be bound together to form
the basis of a design idea. An idea, that reflects the story. The
program eventually helps in composing a narrative to build upon
the desired outcome.
A program must be flexible to coincide with the form, shape, and
function. For me, if architecture were a musical composition, the
program would be the notes. Notes that I believe, can be altered
based on the needs of the end-user. Here, the notes become
the structure of the building that leads an architect to the form,
contextualizing the design idea.
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site

The relationship between design and a site is that of reciprocity. A
site is an unspecified element with constituents that holds copious
amounts of potential. The potentiality of a site is capable of being
acted upon with the architect navigating its prospects.
In the architectural setting, we imagine a site to be a piece of
land that can be developed as per our needs, but a site can be
contextual. It is an opportunity for us as users to observe and ideate
our needs. A site can be discovered over time while experiencing
the elements or just by knowing a little more today than yesterday.
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Pune, India |

Biomimetics has been in existence since as early as the 1500s. It
follows the approach of finding solutions in nature by emulating
strategies and mechanisms to achieve better building performance
in terms of energy conservation. With a top-down approach to
the proposition, I started by finding an existing issue such as the
increase in global climate change and inefficient building systems.
Statistics state that 70% of global carbon emissions arise from
metropolitan areas, and therefore I chose the city of Pune in India.
Known as an educational and cultural hub of India, Pune has evolved
architecturally and slowly become a tech magnet with several major
IT hubs across the city. With a rich history, it hosts several heritage
structures and vernacular habitats that exist in the core of the city.
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Magarpatta Township, Pune |

In 2013, the government of India announced proposals for 100
smart cities across the country to develop better urban living that
boosts several smart solutions. With a vision to develop Pune
into a smart city, and a concern for lack of appropriate building
systems and change in the urban fabric, I focused my analysis on
The Magarpatta Township in Pune. Originally an agricultural land,
these google images help to understand the rapid development
over just 12 years.
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structure
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Structure | Intervention 01
Biological role model – Femur bone

Traditional architecture with straight lines and boxy designs
can be simple, easy, and cheap to build. But it’s not as resilient
in the face of disasters-- designing a new generation of
buildings based on the performance of biological materials
like bones could make them safer.
Inspired by the femur bone, this intervention helps in reducing
use of concrete by reshaping the column translated into the
resultant column structure. Besides being structurally sound,
the light weight columns and beams also help in expediting
the speed of construction.
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Structure | Intervention 02
Biological role model – Plant cell membrane

As commercial buildings continue to increase, so does the
demand for larger spans and wider openings. Studying the
geometry of the plant cell membrane wall helped in deriving
a structural system that allows creating a peripheral column
structure which can supported by mushroom columns. This
geometry helps in providing higher ceiling heights and
and larger spans suitable for commercial and institutional
buildings.
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form
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Form | Intervention 01
Biological role model – Termite mound

Ventilation is the key aspect that determines the occupancy
comfort. The following interventions explore ideas of building
forms that help in creating spaces and benefits to enhance
the user comfort.
One of the best strategies of passive cooling can be found in
termite mounds that help maintaining the internal temperature
by means of continuous air circulation.
Inspired by the mounds and the traditional typology of the
courtyard that encourages venturi effect, the staggered
sections of the building function similar to the internal
organization of the termite mound that helps in continuous
air circulation thereby maintaining openness in the buildings.
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Form| Intervention 02
Biological role model – Barrel Cactus

This form draws inspiration from the barrel cactus that
maintains a thermostat with the help of the undulations on
the surface that promotes self shading.
Considering the harsh summer months leading to excess heat
gain in buildings of Pune, the geometry for this intervention
is derived from the same idea, the translation of the form
provides sufficient shading and provides continuous air
circulation. And again, gives opportunities to form green
spaces on several levels.
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facade
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Facade | Intervention 01
Biological role model – Stock feet

The facade interventions use the countercurrent heat
exchange strategy found in several animals and birds. The
diagram above illustrates the heat transfer in stock’s feet
when submerged in water.
The proposed system translates this strategy by creating a
secondary skin to the building that helps in passive cooling
and maintaining the overall temperature of the building.
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The first intervention uses terracotta tiles on a metal pipe
that is internally insulated with polystyrene. The tiles are then
intentionally placed in varying orientations to control the
amount of solar radiation over the building.

The second intervention uses polycarbonate louvers
supported by a metal frame attached to a polystyrene pipe.
The detail explains the mechanism of the countercurrent heat
exchange between the louvers and the polystyrene pipes
placed in a water trench. The polystyrene pipe mesh absorbs
the water and therefore facilitates heat exchange thereby
cooling the interiors.

Planter bed for native vegetation
Water trench

Polystrene pipe mesh

Vertical metal pipe frame

Horizontal metal pipe frame

Polycarbonate louvers
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experimental intervention
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conclusion

So how will the systems’ roles and focus change through the 21st
century? The focus on environmental impact will become an everincreasing driver. The ecological impact of the materials we choose
will soon be influencing and driving our designs. Apart from
counting and measuring embodied carbon and water, assessing
pollution and other impacts we will need to plan for the future use
of materials once these have served their purpose. It is inevitable
that the role of the systems will continue to evolve and morph as
more and more considerations will need to be addressed and
balanced.
The key skill though will be the ability to create an enjoyable journey
from concept to the operation and re-purposing of the syatems
for all participants. This will be enabled through embracing and
harnessing new tools and applying our intellect underpinned by
our collective experience in the industry. Yet for all this focus on
performance and ecological impact, we all aspire for our buildings
to have an identity, to take their place in the city scape and to bring
delight to their surroundings and to the people who pass by or walk
inside to work, live and play. A responsive building will therefore
orchestrate the materials, systems and geometry to realize this
vision.
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